
INSTRUCTOR DESKS

SAFFE Stands for Simple, Affordable, Fast – Furniture & Equipment , and we specialize in K-12 educational 
furniture. We offer a variety of instructor desks to meet the needs of your school district .

Instructor Workstations are a vital component to enhancing learning environments. SAFFE has a variety 
of options available for instructor workstation solutions to create a productive teaching space. If you 
need instructor desks for your next project , we would love the opportunity to create a SAFFE School 
experience for your district . Reach out to us to get started. 
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Augusta Desk: This design features arch legs, a kidney bean worktop with 2 
grommets, and perforated metal modesty panel. Included accessories: mobile 
box/box file with loop pulls and lockable metal center drawer. Choose from a 

fixed or mobile desk option..

Vanguard Desk: This design is an efficient all in one desk solution for 
instructors. The Vanguard Desk features built in power and storage, and moves 
easily anywhere you need it . The dimensions for this design are 36” deep x 48” 

wide x 36” high.

Huron Combo Desk: In this design we pair a Huron Table with an Alto scissor 
base mobile podium. Choose from a variety of table sizes and accessories to 

customize your desk design so it works for your space.

Muskegon Desk: Customize this classic desk with contemporary worksurface 
colors to create a sleek aesthetic, or choose from traditional woodgrain 
designs. Choose from single or double pedestal and casters or glides.

Monroe Desk: This streamlined design offers a full pedestal for storage and 
a front modesty panel. This budget friendly design gives teachers everything 
they need to create a comfortable workspace in a compact design. Choose 

from a fixed or mobile option.
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